Narra$on script starts on next slide.
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Hello Everyone, Today, I would like to outline an innova$ve way to
ﬁnance solu$ons that mi$gate or adapt to climate change (Climate
Solu$ons) that we are working on with Climate Finance Advisory Services
or CFAS for short.
They call it the Sustainable Energy Finance Program or GEF Program for
short, which combines a bank loan with par$al guarantee, an investment
by private investors that is incen$vized through carbon emission credit
payments and an opportunity to “cash out” through Green Bond once
the project is opera$onal.
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This program is now opera$onal in Nigeria by Climate Finance Advisory
Services, which is a division of SME Funds Capital. They are working with
AGF West Africa S.A., which is a subsidiary of Africa Guarantee Fund.
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Shown here is an example solar energy project that could be ﬁnanced
through the SEF Program.
First, about 70% of total project cost is funded by a loan from a local
bank in Africa. Half of the loan collateral for this project is a loan
guarantee by the Africa Guarantee Fund. The other half of loan collateral
is comprised of the equipment assets (eg. solar panels, inverters, etc.)
purchased for the project.
Then 20% of project is funded by an equity investor. (AXer two to three
years, a “cash out” via a Green Bond). When possible investor will be
partly reimbursed by carbon emission oﬀset (Carbon Credit) payments.
Lastly, 10% is invested by project developer (AXer two to three years, a
“cash out” via a Green Bond).
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Now I would like now to men$on the ra$onale for the SEF Program
a) Issue for Local Fund Providers:
OXen project developers do not possess the collateral
acceptable to the banks.
b) Issue for foreign Investors
There is no eﬃcient local reﬁnance market/window to buyout the foreign investors and prevent the project from FX
exposure.
c) Issue for Project Developers
OXen do not possess the collateral acceptable to the local
banks to fund their bankable projects
d) Issue for Community / Public
Project exposure to FX ﬂuctua$on forces inﬂa$on in service
cost/price to the end-users (people & businesses)
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Shown here is a diagram illustra$on funding ﬂow of the SEF program.
Each step assumes that the related organiza$on has done its due
diligence on the Project Developer and its project before proceeding with
this step.
First the Country Central Bank and/or Local Development Bank releases
low-cost & long-term funds to local commercial bank.
Foreign and local impact investors invest funds for equity into project.
Then the African Guarantee Fund issues par$al guarantee cover about
50% of the loan planned to the Project Developer.
This bank then on-lends the funds to a Project Developer.
Project Developer u$lizes the funds to execute the Green Project.
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Now I would like to talk about the poten$al impact of higher carbon
credit prices. Currently, I understand carbon credits on average are
trading interna$onally very low prices. For example, US$2 to US$3 per
tonne of CO2 or equivalent.
Regulated trading in Europe is in the range of US$25 per tonne of CO2 or
equivalent
Once an interna$onal trading agreement is reached for Carbon Credits,
which expected late this year at COP25, prices can be expect to rise.
If Carbon Credit prices do rise enough to fully reimburse the investor for
their 20% contribu$on, we expect investments would increase
exponen$ally.
If this did occur, the impact would be massive.
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Now I would like to speak to about CFAS’s scale-up plans. Currently they
are opera$onal in Nigeria We are now working with CFAS to explore
how their model could be expanded to other countries in Africa.
To give you an idea of what we are planning, in the Short term, which is
from now to 3 years, we plan to expand to Ghana and then to West
Africa. In the medium term, we plan to expand to Kenya and then to
East Africa. Over the longer term, which is the range of 5 to 10 years, we
plan to expand to the rest of Africa.
Of course with more funding, CFAS can expand much quicker.
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This ﬁnancing model can support part of Ghana’s Intended Na$onally
Determined Contribu$on (INDC) rela$ng to energy.
For example, it can support the goals outlined on this slide, which was
copied from the gov’t of Ghana’s report regarding its INDC’s.
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At the current $me, I understand the energy commission of Ghana is not
accep$ng new energy supply proposals for their na$onal grid but does
welcome renewable energy powered services such as solar powered cold
storage and irriga$on from private developers.
Therefore, to provide you with idea of what could be implemented in
Ghana and funded through the mechanism outlined earlier.
The example project is called ThinkBiz Africa in Ghana and valued at
about $30m US dollars. It is comprised of a network of about 200 Small
Business (Sbiz) centres that include one or more of the following proven
solar powered social businesses:
- Solar powered convenience store;
- Solar powered cold storage; and
- Solar powered irriga$on system.
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Thank you for listening.
If you are a project developer with a “bankable” project in West Africa
and are seeking ﬁnancing, you can meet me aXer this session.
For your convenience, I have included some links to more informa$on on
this slide.
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